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Bousfield classes form a set:

a workshop in memory of Tetsusuke Ohkawa



Vita of Dr. Tetsusuke Ohkawa

1967–1970: Kanazawa University Senior High School

T. Ohkawa T. Ohsawa



1970–1974: Dept. of Math., Univ. of Toyama

1974–1976: Master’s Course, Grad. Sch. of Univ. of Tokyo

Master’s Thesis:

Groups with finite dimensional K(π, 1)

1976–78: Doctor’s Course, Grad. Sch. of Univ. of Tokyo

He moved to Hiroshima University as an assistant professor.

He obtained a D.Sci. degree in 1991 from Hiroshima U.

Doctoral Thesis (Feb. 1991):

A vanishing theorem of the Araki-Yoshimura

-Bousfield-Kan spectral sequences



In the autumn of 1975, Sadayoshi Kojima and I started to

go to Komaba Campus of UT to attend Kato Seminar

every Saturday. (Prof. Kato was to become our advisers in

April, 1976.)

Later Ohkawa-san and Makoto Yamamoto (Waseda U.)

and other people joined the seminar. The seminar started

around 10 am and ended around 5 pm.

Prof. Kato had a lodge near Azumino, and during the

holidays we stayed in his lodge and had seminars there. In

winter, we usually enjoyed skiing during the daytime, and

had seminars in the evening. Sadayoshi and Makoto were

experts of skiing, and they gave lessons to Ohkawa-san and

me, but we were rather poor students.



Ohkawa-san’s Early Works in Low Dimensional Topology

(1) 2-dimensional complexes and K(π, 1)’s

— A simplicial complex which does not contain a cone of

positive curvature is aspherical.

— A partial solution to a problem of J. H. C. Whitehead

(“Is a subcomplex of an aspherical complex aspherical?”)



(2) Separation problem of 2-spheres in 4-manifolds and link

invariants

— When can elements x1, . . . , xn ∈ π2(M
4) be

represented by mutually disjoint embeddings of S2?

— Relations with Milnor’s µ̄ invariants

−→ See recent works of Teichner and his (former) students.

Teichner’s talk “Iterated Disk Constructions in 4-Manifold

Topology” at the 50th Cornell Topology Festival (2012)







“RIMS Kôkyûroku” articles in low dim topology



Words of Ohkawa-san (1)

In 2013, Ohkawa-san was invited as a commentator to a

small meeting in Okayama. The following are two of his

comments to the speakers and quotes from his email

message which I received the next day.

O. “The people who gave talks on analysis were too busy in

writing down formulas and equations, they didn’t have time

to write a single Japanese word on the blackboard!”

— Atually every field of mathematics is full of papers

that contain only computations. For example, . . . .



Words of Ohkawa-san (2)

X. (as a reply to a question of O.) “I am not working on

that problem, because there seem to be no tools availbale

. . . .”

O. “Why don’t you try to make your own tool?”

— X is one of many Japanese who do not try to create

their own mathematics, following established people. . . .


